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Abstract 
 
Title: The Commercial Value of Domain Names – A case study of the Iraqi top-level domain 
.iq 
 
Course: EFO704: Master Thesis in Business Administration 
 
Authors: Mofid Al Jaafar (Västerås) and Magnus Hurtig (Västerås) 
 
Tutor: Peter Ekman 
 
Keywords: Domain name, Iraq, Internet, Brands, Organization, Knowledge, Competence, 
Material. 
 
Purpose: The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the perceived commercial value of the 
Iraqi domain name and identify possible obstacles in commercializing the domain name. The 
aim of the study is to develop recommendations for the Iraqi Communication and Media 
Commission on how to further enhance the use of the Iraqi (.iq) domain name. 
 
Methodology: Both qualitative and quantitative approach was used in gathering information 
for this thesis. For gathering empirical materials, we conducted interviews with government 
officials and companies. Furthermore, a survey of Iraqi individuals was also conducted. The 
survey has been presented with descriptive statistics and the interviews transcribed and 
presented. 
 
Theoretical Framework: theories about branding are applicable to understand the 
commercial value of domain names and therefore the theoretical framework consists of 
branding theories and an organizational part with knowledge and competence. A conceptual 
framework has then been developed from the theoretical findings. 
 
Secondary Information: There is also a part consisting of secondary information of other 
domain names and their administration. This contributes as a comparative part of the thesis. 
 
Empirical Data: The qualitative empirical data has been collected through interviews with 
one of the four responsible officials for the Communication and Media Commission and 
companies active in the Iraqi market. The quantitative empirical data has been collected by a 
survey distributed to people at two different locations in Iraq. 
 
End Discussion: The conclusion shows that there is a commercial value for the Iraqi domain 
name which is also strengthened by the explicit interest from Iraqis showed by the survey. 
There are however some obstacles that has to be overcome if Iraq want to commercialize their 
domain name in the future. The authors point out some main obstacles that is important to 
improve in the future such as: Electricity and Material, Knowledge or Competence and 
Requirements.         
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1. Introduction 
This chapter will discuss a background of how the Internet has been growing and a short 
background about domain names. Followed by, the problem discussion which present the 
Iraqi domain name and its limitations. The chapter ends with thesis purpose and research 
questions.   
 

The Internet has been the main base for many businesses and companies in the globalized 

world of today. It has also become an important channel for companies to reach out to 

potential customers and persons to communicate and organize businesses and operations, 

(Hoffman & Novak 1996a). In the beginning the internet was an orientation mechanism and a 

tool for companies to exist on. However, this movement has taken a new form and the role the 

internet is playing today is crucial for survival of many companies. Therefore, internet market 

has become a market of its own with customers all over the world. Today’s internet market 

has made it possible for example a Swede to shop online from USA. Companies are aware of 

this and are playing a very important role to give this market more importance since it is more 

price effective to have business over the internet than having a tangible store (Collins, 1998). 

It is for this reason companies are very anxious about choosing the right name on the web for 

operating and marketing. Having a short and simple domain name makes it easier for the 

customer to find the website and establish contact with the company. The domain name can 

also work in a way which makes the customer remember and relate to the company or the 

company´s products. Furthermore it can provide the customer with information about the 

company’s goods, services, businesses or information in general. (Burshtein, 2005). However, 

the main function and purpose of domain names is to function as an address to locate every 

unique website. Today domain name is a new market for both companies and ordinary people 

to exist on internet and share information. The domain name is an important part for a 

company that operates on the internet since the domain name is the first contact the visitor 

gets to see (Burshtein, 2005). 

 

Different countries have handled their domain names very similar to each other and have used 

the same regulations and rules when it comes to registering a domain name. There are some 

steps that have been followed for example in Sweden only made it available for companies to 

register a domain name. Before April 2003 only companies could register a domain name in 

Sweden but now it is possible for individuals to register and buy the Swedish domain name 

.se. Today every company or person has the possibility to register their name and buy the 
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domain from any authorized reseller. Even other countries like France, Spain and Belgium 

have the same regulations and policies as Sweden (www.iis.se, 2009). Other countries that 

have country code top level domain names that means something else than the land code have 

marketed it in a totally different way. The country of Montenegro has marketed their domain 

name .me as more personalized domain name. This gained the country a lot of money to use 

in building up the infrastructure (www.networkworld.com, 2008).   
 

A contemporary country code that has been in limbo since the first registration came in 1997 

is the Iraqi (.iq.) This registration was to an American citizen convicted in Texas of having 

helped ban political groups in the Middle East (www.msnbc.msn.com, 2005). 

The Iraqi domain name was given to his company Infocom because of the rejection and the 

negative point of view the former Iraqi government had to the internet overall 

(www.theinquirer.net, 2004). This company never activated the .iq or used in other way, but 

the main purpose of letting an international company own the site was to keep the internet 

outside the country (www.theregister.co.uk, 2004). After an investigation led by the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation (FBI) in 2001 the Texas based company, Infocom lost the right to 

host the site. (www.usatoday.com, 2004) The .iq was once again in the shadow without an 

owner or an active status. The first time the Iraqi government applied to Internet Corporation 

for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) for giving the .iq to the new Iraqi government 

was in 2003, after the US-led invasion (www.boston.com, 2005).  

“ICANN is responsible for coordinating the management of the technical elements of the DNS 

to ensure universal resolvability so that all users of the Internet can find all valid addresses. 

It does this by overseeing the distribution of unique technical identifiers used in the Internet's 

operations, and delegation of Top-Level Domain names (such as .com, .info, etc.).” 

(www.icann.com, 2009). 

 

1.1 Problem Discussion 

 

Until July 2005, Iraqi institutions and government related organs have been using websites for 

example ending with .net or .org or .com. However, in the same month ICANN selected The 

National Communications and Media Commission to take control of .iq. (news.bbc.co.uk, 

2004) 
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Currently, the Iraq domain name is active and many government related institutions are using 

the country’s code. The problem is that it is only government connected institutions or 

companies that can register an .iq address, meaning that the address is still not 

commercialized or made available for public (http://news.cnet.com, 2005). Perhaps the Iraqi 

country domain could be used for commercial purpose to help the country develop the Iraqi 

market and e-commerce. This element can also attract investors from outside the country and 

attract them to invest in the Iraqi market. Authorized Iraqi companies and public would enable 

Iraqis to have their presence on the internet and also make possible registration of their own 

country code on the internet. A closer look at the commercialization of .iq and its 

opportunities for Iraq shall be seen in the next section of this study.  

  

1.2 Purpose of this Study 

 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the perceived commercial value of the Iraqi domain 

name and identify possible obstacles in commercializing the domain name. The aim of the 

study is to develop recommendations for the Iraqi Communication and Media Commission on 

how to further enhance the use of the Iraqi (.iq) domain name. 

 

1.3 Research Questions 
 
Based upon the prior presentation the following research questions have been developed: 
 

 Is there any commercial value for the Iraqi domain name .iq? How can it be 
manifested? 

 
 Why is the Iraqi domain name not released for commercial purposes? What are the 

obstacles to such commercialization of the Iraqi domain name? The study will also try 
to offer some recommendations how to overcome these obstacles.  

 
 Is there an interest from Iraqi interest groups to use an .iq domain name? 

 

The study is carried out as a Minor Field Study financed by the Swedish International 

Development Agency, SIDA.  
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1.4 Limitation of this study 
 
This study was about the Iraqi domain name and its commercial value and obstacles to a 

commercialization, careful considerations are needed before using this case as a measurement 

of domain names in general. Different countries choose to administrate their domain name in 

different ways and it is then difficult to say that this thesis offer general conclusions about 

domain names. At the same time there could be countries that administrate their domain name 

in a similar way as the Iraqi domain name and then could use the results in this thesis for their 

development.  
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2. Methodology 
In this chapter the methodological choices concerning this thesis will be discussed and 
justified. The approach to the research and the method that has been used to gather 
information will be presented. The reliability and validity of this thesis will be argued for 
using the method used for the research. 
 

2.1 Research Strategy 

 
There are different strategies for collecting research data. Yin (2003) described five different 

research strategies in the social sciences that can be used to fulfil the purpose of a study. They 

are experiments, surveys, archival analysis, histories and case studies. Yin (2003) further 

states that there are three conditions that determine when to use each strategy: the type of 

research question posed, the extent of control an investigator has over actual behavioural 

events and the degree of focus on contemporary as opposed to historical events.  A Case study 

investigates a contemporary event empirically. This means that the research is more in-depth 

with a few objects. We argue that since the purpose of this thesis was based on questions of 

how and why, that through interviews the authors had no control of behavioural events and 

the subject of this empirical investigation is a contemporary event we found that a case study 

was the most appropriate strategy to be able to get a satisfying result (Yin 2003).   

 

2.2 Literature, Articles & Information 

 

The literature of this study consists of books that the authors regard as relevant to the subject 

of this study. These books were found at the library of Mälardalen University. Databases were 

also used to search for secondary data. The databases at Mälardalen University were Emerald, 

ABI/INFORM and Elin@Mälardalen, a local search engine. Google Scholar was also used to 

search for relevant literature. The words that were used to find articles and literature in the 

library and in databases were “domain name”, “commercial value”, “business value”, “IT”, 

“branding”, “organization”, “knowledge”, “competence” and “value”. References in books 

and articles have also been used to find literature and articles within the area. There is also an 

informative part of the thesis in chapter 4 which consists of information of other countries 

domain names. The data was primary retrieved from the Internet using a search engine like 

Google to find relevant information. 
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The deductive research approach uses already established theory. The researcher then uses the 

theoretical framework in the empirical study to answer the research questions (Patel & 

Davidson, 2003). In this study the established theories that are introduced in the theoretical 

framework in chapter three and the informative part introduced in chapter 4, are the 

foundation to the interview questions. We had through the established theories an instrument 

for investigating commercial value of domain names which was essential for the result of the 

thesis. To be able to investigate commercial value of domain names we used theories 

concerning branding. We argue that theories about branding can also be applied to domain 

names. The attributes that a strong brand has can also be seen in a domain name. The 

perceived commercial value a brand has depending on which attributes it possesses can also 

be seen in domain names where different domain names possesses different attributes, making 

them more or less attractive for customers or investors.   

 

2.3 A Quantitative and a Qualitative Study 

 

There are two different approaches to explore a problem, which are quantitative and 

qualitative. The quantitative approach can be explained by collecting empirical data through 

statistical surveys or measurements were the results can be analysed and general conclusions 

can be drawn. Qualitative research can be described as a research process that usually 

emphasizes words rather than quantification in the collection and analysis of data that 

predominantly emphasize an inductive approach to the relationship between theory and 

research. The emphasis is placed in the generation of theories (Bryman, 2004). 

 

In this thesis we used a combination of quantitative and qualitative approach in the collection 

of empirical data. The quantitative approach is related to the small survey that was made for 

citizens and is related to the research question if there is an explicit interest from individuals 

in Iraq to use an .iq domain name. The qualitative empirical collection of data in this study 

was conducted through interviews and is related to the research question if there is a 

commercial value for the Iraqi domain name and how it is manifested. Further, the interviews 

are also related to the questions why the Iraqi domain name are not released for commercial 

purposes, what the obstacles to this commercialization are and if there is an explicit interest 

from Iraqi interest groups to use an .iq domain name. The reason for the qualitative approach 

was that since we only investigated a single case, the case of the Iraqi domain name, we 
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needed to get a more thorough understanding to be able to give a satisfactory result to our 

purpose and research questions. The steps of empirical collection are described in detail 

below.  

 

2.4 Empirical Collection 

 

According to Befring (1994) primary data can be divided into observations, interviews and 

surveys. This empirical data is for the analytical part of the thesis. For this thesis the primary 

data consisted of interviews and a small survey. The interview questions for this thesis can be 

found in Appendix 1 and is divided into four different parts. Part 1 consists of questions 

connected to the perceived commercial value; part 2 consists of questions connected to the 

administration and organization of the domain name. Part 3 consists of questions that are 

connected to the interest perspective from the first Iraqi interest group and is connected to 

companies active on the Iraqi market. Part 4 is a small survey that was used to gather 

information from the second interest group which consisted of Iraqi individuals. Part 1 and 2 

was used during the interviews with government officials with the aim to get information 

about how they perceive the Iraqi domain name and how they administrate it. Part 3 was used 

during the interviews with the different companies and the aim was to investigate the interest 

of having an .iq domain name. Lastly, part 4 was used during the survey with Iraqis and the 

aim was also to investigate the interest from ordinary people’s perspective of having an .iq 

domain name. 

 

2.4.1 Interviews 
 

Structured interviews are distinguished by the way the interviewer’s questions are asked in a 

certain order. The respondents answer can be registered in different ways, through notes, 

audio recording, and video recording or to mark different alternatives (Befring, 1994). In this 

thesis the interviewer asked the questions in a certain order but also had the chance to ask the 

respondent follow-up questions or ask them to explain their answers if something was 

unclear. During this empirical collection the interviews were conducted face to face. The 

interviews were audio recorded which was an advantage since the interviewer could go back 

and listen to the interview again, therefore nothing could be forgotten or missed as if the 
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interviewer only had been taking notes. One more advantage is that the interviewer through 

face to face interviews could see the reaction of the respondent to the questions, for example 

if he did not understand it, then the interviewer had a chance to explain in more details. It is 

also important to take the downsides of this type of interview into consideration. With 

expectations from both parties, the interviewer and the respondent, the answers may end up in 

another direction than what the questions relate. The respondent may get the feeling that the 

interviewer expects the respondent should respond in a certain way. These common 

expectations can form the basis for that selective perception is exercised. This means that 

depending on the expectations that a person has, he perceives the message according to his 

expectations (Rosengren & Arvidson, 2001). For this thesis, this may have had some negative 

impact during the interviews since the persons that were selected were assumed to have strong 

knowledge within the subject of this thesis. By being neutral and following the structure of 

the interview questions these effects have been prevented. Since one of the authors speaks 

fluid Arabic, this has been used as an advantage considering that the interviews could be 

performed in Arabic. Problems of misunderstanding what could occur if the interviewer and 

respondent spoke English has been overcome by speaking Arabic. The interviews were then 

translated to English in the thesis and the authors realize that misinterpretations could have 

occurred and tried to counteract this by careful translations. According to Kvale (1997) 

collected material can be handled in three steps: structure, mapping and analysis. The 

structure of the recorded interviews in this thesis was made through translation to English and 

then transcribed word by word. The mapping consisted of removing unessential information 

as repetitions or deviation from the subject. After this had been done, the result was presented 

in chapter 5, Empirical result. The last part, the analysis, was presented in chapter 6 Analysis 

and connections between the empirical findings and the theoretical framework were made.   

 

2.4.2 Survey 
 

According to Yin (2003) a survey can be designed as a part of the case study and produce 

quantitative data as a part of the case study evidence. The aim of the survey was to answer the 

research question if there were an interest from the interest group of Iraqis to use an .iq 

domain name. The survey could then be seen as a part of the case study evidence and shown 

by the demand for a domain name that the domain name has a commercial value. Patel & 

Davidson (2003) states that a form of survey is were the maker of the survey is present to 
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answer or explain questions from the respondents about the survey. This was applied in this 

thesis. The authors were present and could answer or explain if the respondents had questions 

about the survey. A descriptive survey is according to Befring (1994) after conducting a 

collection of data, methods must be used to get an overview of the material. The overview can 

be made visible through diagrams which also increases the ability to understand. This is 

applied in this thesis and the authors present the results in chapter 5. The survey consisted of 

yes or no questions to get a general view of the interest from individuals in Iraq. There were 

also questions where the respondent could comment in a few words. This was made for giving 

a more detailed view on the interest from the Iraqi individuals. The population or target group 

for this survey were Iraqi individuals, randomly selected and without segregation. The survey 

was made available to the respondents during two days by the authors and the total number of 

respondents was 216 and since the authors were present and handed out the survey there was 

no drop-outs. The raw-data were then analysed by the authors and then showed as diagrams to 

increase the understandability of the data and then simplify the analysis. The results of the 

survey are located in chapter 4, empirical findings. 

 

2.5 Reliability and Validity 

 

Validity and reliability are two important aspects that must be taken into consideration in an 

investigation. According to Yin (2003) and Patel & Davidson (2003) the researchers must 

establish correct operational measures for the concepts that are studied to reach construct 

validity. One tactic for this is to use multiple sources of evidence. In this thesis multiple 

sources of evidence have been used in form of literature, interviews and surveys, the authors 

believe that they have selected the most appropriate measures. 

 

Yin (2003) states that external validity is whether the study’s findings can be generalizable 

beyond the single case. Since this study was about the Iraqi domain name and its commercial 

value and obstacles to a commercialization, careful considerations are needed before using 

this case as a measurement of domain names in general. Different countries choose to 

administrate their domain name in different ways and it is then difficult to say that this thesis 

offer general conclusions about domain names. At the same time there could be countries that 

administrate their domain name in a similar way as the Iraqi domain name and then could use 

the results in this thesis for their development.  
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Internal validity is when the researchers can draw conclusions from the factors they have 

investigated and if all other possibilities and factors have been considered. “Primary data is 

generally considered to be a superior source of internal validity, because the researcher will 

have established a system of data collection suited to the project and the empirical reality 

being studied” (Thietart 2001, p. 74). The answers from the interview with government 

officials in Iraq and the literature and secondary information within the subject may further 

strengthen the findings in this thesis.  

 

According to Yin (2003), the objective of reliability is that if an investigator wants to do the 

same investigation over again and uses the same procedures and constructed in the same way 

the investigator would end up with the same findings and conclusions. “The goal of reliability 

is to minimize errors and biases in a study” (Yin, 2003, p. 46). In this thesis the authors have 

used structured interviews and survey which is well connected to the theoretical framework. 

The respondents that were interviewed had roles within the organization that is common in 

similar organizations which would make the interview questions applicable in another case. 

Another investigator could do the same study and arrive with the same results and conclusions 

since every step in this study is documented.      

 

The authors had also considered the language barriers and have tried to avoid this since one of 

the authors spoke fluid Arabic. This could result in less misinterpretation and increase the 

reliability of this thesis. There may also be cultural differences between the authors and the 

respondents and this has been taken into consideration by reading about the other culture in 

advance and that one of the authors had Arabic origin which made the cultural differences less 

prominent. One advantage the authors had was good recommendations from the Iraqi 

Embassy in Stockholm which helped the authors in their search for suitable interview 

respondents for this thesis. Also the possibility of being able to perform face to face 

interviews in the field has made it possible to get extensive information and at a high 

organizational level which has increased the reliability of this thesis. 
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3. Background Information on other domain names 
This chapter consists of examples of other top level domains to see how other countries have 
administrated and commercialized their top level domain. This will work as an informative 
part of the thesis.  

3.1 The .me top-level domain 
 

Montenegro has recently released their domain name .me and it has been marketed as a 

generic top level domain. The interest for the domain name was high from the beginning. The 

.me registry stated that the first week of availability, there were thousands of registrations. 

Multinational companies have shown their interest such as Apple, which has registered 

apple.me, ipod.me and itunes.me. Also other multinationals as Microsoft, BMW, MTV, 

Skype and Digg have registered domain names. Roland La-Plante, senior vice president and 

chief marketing officer of Afilias, which handles back-end registrations for .me states that 

“The .me extension gives every company on the planet the opportunity to personalize their 

brands...and make them more relevant to today’s Internet-savvy teens” and also states that 

“Companies should be registering .me names not just for a intellectual property protection 

standpoint, but because there is so much business opportunity to personalize products”. 

(Marsan, 2008, p. 32) 

 

The CEO of .me registry in Montenegro, Predrag Lesic, says that the new Internet extension 

will not just appeal to English speaking countries but also countries such as Italy or Spanish-

speaking countries since “me” has a similar meaning as in English. Lesic continues that they 

can offer a new business around domain names with verbs. Lesic gives examples of names as 

fly.me or drive.me and that it means a new opportunity on the Internet. Companies that want a 

.me domain will have to pay a sizeable sum; the price for a domain name is between $825-

1500 for a 5 year long registration in contrast to a .com name which costs $10 (Marsan, 

2008). The registry opened on 16 July 2008 and now companies and individuals from over 

181 countries have registered .me domain names, some of the countries are Australia, Canada, 

India, Israel and Netherlands,  so far over 200 000 .me domain names has been registered 

(www.domain.me, 2009).   
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3.2 The .tv top-level domain 
 

The country of Tuvalu is a little island in the Pacific Ocean and has about 11 000 habitants 

but not a single broadcast TV station which is funny considering the domain name .tv 

(www.usatoday.com, 2009). The country agreed to sell the registry rights over the domain to 

a company called DotTv for $50 million over a 12 year period and not less than $1 million per 

quarter. Later DotTV was bought by VeriSign which handles the domain registry today 

(www.cnn.com, 2000). 

 

ICANN has stated that a domain name must be administrated in the interest of the residents of 

the country. If complaints arise from residents ICANN are able to re-delegate the 

administration of the domain name. Tuvalu has solved this by having the government as a 

shareholder in the company and having a close relation between the government and the 

company (www.cnn.com, 2009). Information is available that the revenue from the .tv domain 

is used in Tuvalu for paving new roads (www.usatoday.com, 2009). 

 

3.3 The .cn top-level domain 
 

In September 2002 the domain registry system of China was reconstructed. Before the 

reconstruction only companies with a local presence, which meant local Chinese or foreign 

companies that had an office or branch in China, could register a .cn domain name. The 

applicants also had to have a primary server in China. The low number of registered sites was 

the result of the restrictive requirements for the domain name. Brand owners that lacked a 

local presence were not able to register .cn domain names easily and the total number of sites 

that was registered in October 2002 was 130 000. This was a very low number of sites 

compared to other countries such as Germany that has more than 5 million sites and the UK 

that has about 3 million sites. (Kennedy & Taylor, 2003) 

 

Another reason for the low number of .cn domain name registration was the low level of 

Internet penetration in China. In 2003 the estimated number of Internet users in China was 59 

million people and that the number doubles every 12 to 18 months. The local interest from 

Chinese entities for domain names could also be seen in the number of generic top level 

domain that was registered which was about 700 000 .com or .net names. According to this 
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there was an enormous potential for growth, at the same time, high level of direct investment 

in China contributed to the potential growth (Kennedy & Taylor, 2003). 

 

The Administration of China Internet Domain Names Procedures decided in September 2002 

that on December 1 2002 the requirements of a local presence and a primary server in China 

were no longer applied to secure a .cn domain name. Regardless of where foreign entities 

were located in the world, they were now able to apply for second level and third level .cn 

domain names that is domains under the following extensions: .cn; .com.cn; .net.cn; .org.cn, 

without the need to have a local presence, or local servers (Kennedy & Taylor, 2003). 

 

The China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC), domain name administration 

services has also been reorganized so that they do not provide domain name registration to 

end users. The CNNIC have accredited 23 domain name registrars, 21 of them in China, one 

in Hong Kong and one in USA. Kennedy & Taylor (2003) mention a summary of the new 

regulations can be explained as: “Any company, business or organization can apply for a 

Chinese domain name regardless of where it is located. There are no restrictions on the 

location of name servers. There is no limit to the number of domain names that can be 

registered. No supporting documents are required. A new dispute resolution policy has been 

introduced. The minimum registration period is one year; the maximum is 5 years. Transfers 

of domain names are possible.” (Kennedy & Taylor, 2003. p. 20). 

 

3.4 The .se top-level domain 
 
The Swedish domain name .se is today managed by The Internet Infrastructure Foundation 

.SE and they are a non-profit organization founded in 1997. The Internet Infrastructure 

Foundation .SE are assigned by the Swedish Internet Community and works in long-term 

interests of the Internet. Today over 860 000 sites have been registered within the .se domain 

name and has a growing registration pace of 600 new sites per day. The annual fee for a .se 

domain name is $15 and no price change has been seen since December 2005. According to a 

survey, end consumers found the fee low or reasonably priced. The foundation considers the 

domain name as a brand and by different ways they strive to increase the brand awareness. A 

newspaper named “punkt SE” translated “dot SE” is one of the ways to increase brand 

awareness. Brand awareness is measured once per year and 90% of the end users considered 
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that .se was preferred route to the Internet.  The number of registrars that supply the domain 

name .se are today 200 (www.internetdagarna.se, 2009).  

 

The accredited registrars has to apply for and write a contract with the Internet Infrastructure 

Foundation .SE and it is important that the registrars and the foundation has mutual trust as 

the contract states: “The parties shall work together to ensure the positive development of the 

Internet in Sweden, for the benefit of users and society generally. This pre-supposes 

cooperation that is long-term and based on joint ethical values. In time, the parties shall build 

up a capital of trust, which will guarantee high business ethical standards, both in the 

business transactions between the parties and in relation to third parties, particularly the 

domain name holders.” (www.iis.se, 2009) 

 

In 2000 the Swedish government made an investigation about making changes in the 

registration requirements for the .se domain name. Among other conclusions the investigation 

stated that the development of the Swedish domain name .se would mean that the domain 

would be a natural home for users, consumers as well as companies, with a connection to 

Sweden and this possibility would result in an increase in the availability of the Internet and 

information. Persons that had been interviewed in the investigation said that the majority 

choose to use other top level domains but the Swedish if they could not register a second level 

domain (.se?, 2000).  

 

Further on the investigation stated that the requirements should be reconstructed so users that 

are active in Sweden easier could register domain names, this would contribute to the 

development and facilitate the access to information for citizens and consumers. Anyone who 

wants to register a domain name should be able to do so depending on the availability of the 

name but has to agree to some set contract conditions. The purpose of this was that the 

government wanted to be sure that the consumer was serious and followed the Swedish laws. 

The demand to follow Swedish laws was specified to three points (.se?, 2000): 

 

 Follow the laws of consumer protection 

 Accept that the domain name is not allowed to intrude on other peoples distinguishing 

rights 

 Not use the domain name in a way that are against the Swedish laws about 

pornographic, racist, discriminative or in a way that appears to be obvious offending 
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Some people expressed in the investigation that the trade with domain names that can occur 

when released are not positive for the development of Internet. They requested that auctions 

were to be held and auction out attractive names of a generic character. In that way the names 

end up with owners that will use the names for their activities and at the same time the 

revenue from the auctions would contribute to the development of the Internet in Sweden 

(.se?, 2000). 

 

The consequences of these changes in requirements in the domain name registry of .se would 

be that companies benefit in ways that they would be able to register top level domains and 

also increase the availability. Further on, foreign companies that are interested in the Swedish 

market could also register domain names which would stimulate the development in Sweden. 

The investigation also stated that citizens would benefit from the changes in a way that 

citizens could register a second level domain name which they were not to do earlier. The 

second level domain name was more attractive to citizens than the previous domain pp.se 

which only was available to citizens. Consumers would benefit through these changes as they 

easier could find the domain names they are searching for and through this an increase in 

electronic business would be seen (.se?, 2000). 

 

3.5 Summary of domain name cases 
 

There are two parts of the different cases above. The first is that the countries have realized 

that their top level domain has an extended meaning with the .me and .tv. Therefore they can 

be seen as a Generic Top Level Domain (gTLD) even if it also is a Country Code Top Level 

Domain (ccTLD). The countries have seen an opportunity to attract a larger set of people and 

companies – not only domestic but also international - to invest in their top level domain. 

Therefore, indications show that the domain names have a potential commercial value. 

Furthermore The Internet Infrastructure Foundation .SE consider the domain name as a 

brand. By this fact we argue that there can be seen a commercial value by seeing the domain 

name as a brand and in this thesis we use theories of branding to investigate the commercial 

value.  An important aspect is that the top level domain must be administrated in the interest 

of the habitants of the country. In the examples above this is solved by setting a date that 
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companies or individuals can register a top level domain and after the date the top level 

domain is released to other investors.   

 

The second part of the examples above is about regulations that have been reconstructed. In 

both examples of .cn and .se there have been changes in the regulations for registering a top 

level domain. The reason in both examples was to be a natural home for users, consumers as 

well as companies, with a connection to the country and this possibility would result in an 

increase in the availability of the Internet and information. With the reconstruction more 

companies and individuals could show their presence on the Chinese market. In the example 

with .se the regulations was reconstructed so that anyone who wanted a .se domain name 

could register it as long as it was available. This was to contribute to the development and 

facilitate the access to information for citizens and consumers.  

 

 
Figure 1: Organizational development over time 

Source: Developed by the authors 
 
The chart above shows the development of the different organizations over time. The 

organizational development can be seen in different ways. In the case of Tuvalu the 

government had sold the right to register and administrate the domain name to a company 

which meant that the administration of the domain name approved. The government were also 

a shareholder in the company and had a close relation to the company to be able to protect the 

interests of the country. Development can also be seen in the organization and administrating 

of the Swedish and Chinese domain names. China reconstructed their requirements and 
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administration. This was also done with the administration and organization of the Swedish 

domain name. The requirements was reconstructed and the administration were assigned to 

The Internet Infrastructure Foundation .SE which is a non-profit organization. All these 

changes were made to overcome obstacles and taking the next step in the commercialization 

process of the domain names. 

 

Since the Iraqi domain name is at the first steps in their development of the domain name it is 

interesting to investigate the organization and administration. Therefore we have included 

parts of organizational theory in the theoretical framework to be able to investigate if there are 

any obstacles to commercialization of the Iraqi domain name.      
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4. Theoretical Framework 
In this chapter we present theories that are relevant for the research problem and the 
research questions.   
 

4.1 Introduction 

 

This theoretical framework is divided into two different parts. The first part is technology 

were the reader will get an explanation to different technological concepts used in this thesis 

and an insight of how they work. This part is motivated by the authors since most of the 

information about domain names are connected to these concepts and it is then vital for the 

reader to understand them to be able to get a thorough understanding through the thesis.  

 

The second part is theories about branding. This thesis is investigating the commercial value 

of domain names and therefore the theoretical framework needs a part where this is explained. 

Commercial value is defined by the authors as a concept based on a product or service that 

creates attraction or demand from potential investors or customers. The definition of 

commercial value is based on how strong the demand from potential investors and customers 

are. Since value is an abstract phenomenon the authors need to use some sort of tool to 

investigate the value of domain names. We argue that theories about branding can be used to 

investigate the commercial value of domain names. Recently Sisun (2009) wrote an article 

about that branding within domain names is becoming more usual. Sisun states in his article 

that brand owners soon will be able to register their own top level domain to increase brand 

awareness and build relationships with customers. This demonstrates and supports that there 

are a lucrative market for domain names and therefore a commercial value. 

 

4.2 The domain name system  
 

According to The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) which is 

not-for-profit public-benefit corporation with participants from all over the world dedicated to 

keeping the Internet secure, stable and uninteroperable, “Domain Name System (DNS) helps 

users to find their way around the Internet. Every computer on the Internet has a unique 

address - just like a telephone number - which is a rather complicated string of numbers. It is 

called its IP address (IP stands for Internet Protocol). IP Addresses are hard to remember. 
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The DNS makes using the Internet easier by allowing a familiar string of letters (the domain 

name) to be used instead of the arcane IP address. So instead of typing 207.151.159.3, you 

can type www.internic.net. It is a "mnemonic" device that makes addresses easier to 

remember”, (www.icann.org, 2009). The DNS makes it possible for internet users to orient 

and connect to webistes with letters instead of numbers. This type of communication between  

the computer and the name server is a call that the computer makes to the name server. The 

name server translates the web address  to IP numbers and makes a call to the site (Torsten 

Bettinger, 2005). The IP number when translated to words is called a domain name. Instead of 

using numbers which is hard to remember, the internet user uses a name server. There are 

different types of domain names, on the top of these domain names, there is the top level 

domain (TLD) (Moschovitis et. al.1999).  

 

The TLD covers two types of domain names, the generic top level domain (gTLD) which 

included eight gTLDs in the beginning but there is more than twenty of gTLDs today. An 

example of usual gTLDs are: .com, org, and net. The other type of TLD is the country code 

top level domain (ccTLD). The ccTLD is a result of every country’s country code consisting 

of two letters. In USA, it is the ccTLD, .us and in Sweden .se (www.icann.org, 2009). There 

is also second-level domains (SLD) see figure 1. The SLD is designed for special purposes, 

every country can design their SLD in different ways, for instance in a country with different 

states (Bettinger, 2005). 

 
Figure 2: Domain name scheme 

Source: www.nominet.org.uk,2009  
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4.3 Commercial values inspired by branding 

 

The following part of the theoretical framework will consist of theories of branding where the 

authors try to show the commercial value of domain names from a context of theories of 

branding. According to Frans Melin, one of the leading researchers within brand strategy in 

the Nordic countries, the English word “brand” comes from the ancient Nordic word “brandr” 

which means to mark people’s belongings. Throughout history the interest for marking or 

branding the belongings can be seen. An early example is the roman oil lamps which was 

marked to show their origin when they were sold over the Mediterranean area. Today 

companies uses branding to make the company grow and the interest today is increased by the 

communication across borders and the international language of commercial. (Melin, 1999) 

 

A brand is be seen as standing in the middle of a triangle with the three edges consisting of 

brandowner, consumer and competitor (Melin, 1999). In our view this means that the 

brandowner is the country that administrates the ccTLD. The consumers are individuals that 

have an interest in investing in the top-level domain which can be companies or ordinary 

people. The competitor can be connected to other ccTLD´s or gTLD´s that individuals can use 

for example .com or .net that the people find as a suitable complement to the existing top-

level domain. 

 

Brand equity is a concept that can be defined as “the added value with which a brand endows 

a product” (Melin, 1999, p. 45). According to Melin (1999) brand equity can be seen from 

two different perspectives, the consumer´s and the brand owner’s perspective. The basic point 

can be explained as if the brand creates value to the consumer; the brand owner will achieve 

value as well. Also Aaker (1996) mention this and states that for a brand to develop to a 

strategic competitive tool is the ability to create value to both the brand owner and the 

consumer. De Chernatony & Harris (1998) state in their article that added value is a 

multidimensional construct which include both functional and emotional benefits for the 

customer and is relative to the competition and that this also results in benefits for the firm. 

Furthermore, they state that the added values which are more likely to be sustainable are the 

intangible values representing the essence of the brand and the internal processes that delivers 

these values. De Chernatony & Harris (1998) also argued that having added value is a core 
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requirement for a brand which enables it to perform roles which enhance the purchase and 

consumption experience. In our view this can be applied to top-level domains. Individuals or 

companies that use the top-level domain can achieve value through showing their presence on 

the local market or country. For ordinary people this means that their origin will be visible. 

This creates value for the government that administrates the top-level domain as well. The 

government achieves value through both monetary terms and visible terms. By selling more 

top-level domains the government can get an income to use for expanding the Internet 

infrastructure. Another value creating attribute is the increased publicity on the Internet for 

the country.     

 

4.3.1 The Brand – more than a product 

 

Bhat & Reddy (1998) states that brands can have both functional and symbolic meanings for 

the customer. The study´s result indicates that a customer sees a brand´s functionality and 

symbolism as separate phenomena. This implies that a customer has no trouble accepting 

brands that have both symbolic and functional appeal. Earlier studies argued that brands 

would be positioned as either functional or symbolic. The study by Bhat & Reddy (1998) 

showed that two brands, Nike and Converse, were perceived as both functional and symbolic. 

Domain names can be seen as brands with both functional and symbolic values. The domain 

name has a functional purpose as having websites registries on the domain. The symbolic 

value for the customer could be to use a ccTLD and show the presence on the native market.   

 

A product according to Aaker (1996) has certain values as purpose, attribute, value and area 

of use. These values are included in a brand but there are more to a brand than just these 

values. Aaker has developed a model for the differences between a product and a brand. The 

model consists of one inner circle and one outer circle with different attributes. In the inner 

circle there is the product and there are eight factors which can be found in the outer circle of 

the model which according to Aaker are the values for a specific brand. The outer circle 

contains of Self-expressive benefits, Emotional benefits, Brand-customer relationships, Brand 

personality, Organizational associations, Symbols, Country of origin and User imaginary. In 

this study we have used the attributes from Aaker´s model; additionally, but have created our 

own model with the parts relevant for a domain name is used. In the inner circle of the model 

we have the product and state that the product is the domain name perception and the 
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commercial value. The outer circles contains of emotional benefits, symbols and country of 

origin. We describe the inner circle as hard values and the outer circle as soft values. These 

hard and soft values are concepts created by the authors. Hard values can be connected to the 

product which in this case is the perception of the domain name and the commercial value it 

has both as a ccTLD and a gTLD. Soft values can be connected to a form of intangible value, 

companies or Iraqis that see the domain name as a chance to show their origin or for example 

as a symbol.    

 

4.3.2 Hard Values 
 

In the inner circle of Aakers (1996) model there were the actual product and it was loaded 

with attributes. An example of that is that Volvo has the attribute or perception that the 

product is safe. The hard values in the inner circle can be explained as the perception of the 

top level domain. Since iq also is an international shortage of intelligence quotient this 

indicates that the top level domain has several attributes. The top level domain can be 

explained as both a ccTLD and a gTLD. The ccTLD creates value for the country with the 

publicity on the Internet. The users, companies or individuals, can achieve value by having 

the chance to register .iq domain names and by that show their presence on the Iraqi market. 

By using a gTLD approach and since iq is a shortage of intelligence quotient there could be a 

commercial value that could attract investors that is not active in the Iraqi market.  According 

to Keller (1998) brand equity is achieved when the consumer has a high level of awareness 

and knowledge of the brand and the consumer associate the brand with strong values that are 

unique or favourable. By seeing the top level domain as a gTLD this opens up to a possibility 

that the top level domain .iq has a commercial value that can attract investors to buy domain 

names without any connection to the actual country. This can be seen as a unique or favorable 

value for the invertors since no other exact top level domain with the same initials exist. 

 

4.3.3 Soft Values 
 

The soft values are located in the outer circles and consist of Country of origin, Emotional 

benefits, Symbols and Organizational associations. These are attributes that are connected to 

the top level domain name and are in some sort intangible. The users can feel connected to the 

top level domain as a ccTLD since it is a symbol for the country and Iraqi people may see the 
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.iq domain as a virtual flag that indicates the country. There have been commercials for the 

Iraqi top level domain that uses the image of symbols, that the Iraqi people are now gathered 

under the same domain. This has also a strong connection to the country of origin part of the 

model. By using the perspective of gathering the people under the same top level domain the 

origin of the top level domain increases and at the same time the value for the users increases 

by feeling connected or belonging to the country (www.cmc.iq, 2009). 

 

Value can be created through emotional benefits for the user as of social belonging which also 

is close connected to the symbols and country of origin. The emotional benefits can be that 

people feel pride in using the top level domain .iq. See figure 2 for this study´s model of 

commercial value for domain names were the above discussion is summarized. 

 

 
Figure 3: Model of commercial value 

Source: Created by the authors with attributes from Aaker´s model (1996. p 74.) 
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4.4 Resources within an Organization 
 
To be able to investigate and locate possible obstacles to a commercialization of the Iraqi 

domain name it is also important to investigate the internal organization. This view could 

contribute to a deeper understanding about why the Iraqi domain name has not been 

commercialized before. Although there could be a commercial value for the Iraqi domain 

name, this is no guarantee that the commercialization will take place. It is important that the 

organization have correct resources to be able to handle a commercialization in form of 

competence, knowledge and leadership. This part consists of theories about organizations 

recourses and the leadership of the organization. According to de Klerk (1996) a company´s 

possibility to handle the objective of the company is to have access to the right resources. 

Expressed in another way this means that the economical, material and human recourses a 

company possess is what´s determining its objective. An intelligent organization as de Klerk 

(1996) states is an organization that handles the assets of resources continuously on the basis 

of the objective. This means that the activity continuously is adjusted and developed in 

relation to the competence that can be obtained. A primary condition on the whole to be able 

to run a company or organization is to have access to monetary resources, premises, machines 

and tools. There is no need to recruit the best competence if the material and economical 

conditions prevents that this competence is not exploited to its full extension (de Klerk, 1996). 

 

In companies that are active in high technological markets, current theoretical knowledge is 

important in order to be competitive. The trend is visible; the requirement for higher and 

better education is increasing. The individual´s career possibilities are nowadays determined 

by its grade of knowledge or by experience from earlier employments. The lack of knowledge 

within a company is a stress both for the employee and the company and this must be 

improved instantly. The company cannot accept that their objective is not reachable due to the 

lack of knowledge of their employees. Further education of the employees is then crucial or 

hiring new personnel. Further education is the most important factor since the existing 

knowledge that occurs within the company is also important in the future. (De Klerk, 1996)  

 

De Klerk (1996) mentions that there are different roles within a company. An out of date 

opinion is that the expert is best suitable for the leadership role of the company. To give an 

expert in the company´s field also a leadership role will undermine both his role as an expert 

but also the role as a leader. A person can of course be a leader of experts within a field 
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without having knowledge of that particular field, de Klerk (1996) points out that mixing the 

role as a prominent expert and the leadership can be difficult.  

 

Houtzagers (1999), states that every organization has a pool of knowledge from earlier 

experiences and individual know-how. An organization must set up an architecture that 

facilitates its knowledge concerning the skills and competences of the workforce. Houtzagers 

(1999) has developed a model that works as a framework to different roles within the 

organization and what skills and competences that is necessary at the different positions. 

Generic profiles has been used that has an 80% fit according to Houtzagers. The descriptions 

provide the employee with a broad overview of the desired competence and the skills that is 

preferable in the employees’ position. First the different positions within the organization are 

determined, and then a cluster with the entities that will form the base of the job profiles is 

created. After this there are also different levels of the entities to match how important they 

are in the different positions of the organization. Figure 3 is an overview of how the levels 

from the various entities are combined in competence profiles.  
 

 
Figure 4: Model of skills and competence 

Source: Developed by Houtzagers (1999, p. 29). 
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The professional knowledge means the level of technical or professional expertise in a 

specific business function relating to for example business opportunities or day to day 

operational tasks. This competency covers building, maintaining and developing technical 

expertise. The customer orientation means the ability to create professional internal and 

external customer relationships and the competence covers understanding customer needs, 

delivering service to meet or exceed expectations. Business awareness means that the person 

understands the business economics and the customer market to ensure the organization´s 

financial success and the competence is to understand the market, customers and knowing the 

business. Leadership means the achievement of objectives within the organization and see to 

that results are achieved. The competence is monitoring, goal setting and measuring. Planning 

and organizing means the ability to devise plans to achieve desired results with the most 

effective time and use of resources, this competence covers planning and prioritizing, 

attending to quality issues and monitoring progress.     

 

4.5 Conceptual framework 
 

 
Figure 5: Conceptual framework 

Source: Developed by the authors. 
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Our conceptual framework in this thesis is presented above. The model consists of 4 different 

squares. The first square to the left consists of the theoretical framework and the background 

information is presented in the earlier chapters 3 and 4 in this thesis. This was used to create 

interview questions and questions for the survey which were conducted in this thesis.  

 

We used parts about perceived commercial value, administrating top-level domains and 

organisation/technology to be able to create interview and survey questions. The part of 

perceived commercial value derived from the theoretical framework and was connected to the 

theories of branding and uses the attributes of hard and soft values. We wanted to investigate 

the perception of the Iraqi domain name if it has a commercial value and how this is 

manifested. The organizational/technology part is derived from the theories about recourses 

within an organization. All this to be able to locate possible obstacle, investigating the 

organization is important and contribute to a deeper understanding for the possible obstacles 

to a commercialization of the Iraqi domain name.  The part of administrating top-level 

domains derived from the background information of how other domains have been 

commercialized and administrated. We used this information to compare and find ideas of 

how the Iraqi domain name could choose to do in the future with the administration and 

commercialization. 

 

The interview questions and the survey questions were then divided into 4 different parts. Part 

1 consisted of questions about perceived commercial value and Part 2 consisted of questions 

about administrating top-level domains and the organisation. Part 3 and Part 4 consisted of 

questions connected to the interest from Iraqi interest groups who in this thesis can be seen as 

companies and Iraqi individuals. The interview questions and the questions in the survey can 

be found in the appendix. The aim for part 3 and 4 were to see if there were any indications of 

an interest and therefore also indications of a possible commercial value.  

 

The procedure of the investigation is then visualized in the next two squares. The 

investigation consisted of interviews with government officials and companies. The 

government officials were asked the questions in part 1 and 2. Government officials were 

interviewed to get an in-depth understanding of the perception, the organization and 

administration of the Iraqi domain name. Further we also conducted interviews with 

companies and we used the questions located in part 3. The investigation also included a 

survey that was conducted with Iraqi individuals and the questions can be found in part 4. The 
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results from the interviews with government officials, companies and the survey with Iraqi 

individuals were then presented in the empirical findings in chapter 4.        
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 5. Empirical Findings 
In this chapter the empirical findings from interviews with the Iraqi government and 
companies will be presented, we will also present a survey from Iraqi individuals. 
 

5.1 Government Interview 
 

The interview was conducted on the 19th of May 2009 with 2 representatives of 

Communication and Media Commission (CMC). The respondents were Saad Dawood who is 

one of four persons that is responsible for the Communication and Media Commission and 

Isam Al Ibrahimi a technician for the .iq domain name. 

 

Before the interview began, the respondents spoke more in general of some difficulties that 

occur in their daily work. The first thing was that the electricity is limited and is shut off in 

regular intervals which affects their work with the Iraqi domain name negatively  and using a 

generator is not a sustainable option according to Dawood. Furthermore Dawood states that 

the lack of equipments and knowledge or education within the area is limited and they would 

need more education to be able to proceed with the development of the Iraqi domain name. A 

problem according to Dawood is that the employees do not easily get visas to go abroad for 

training and education. Dawood expressed a need for a strong CEO that had knowledge 

within the subject and was confident that a CEO was going to be appointed. 

 

The perception of the Iraqi domain name .iq is according to Dawood a virtual flag of the 

nation on the Internet. Therefore it is important that this virtual flag is respected and not 

abused or mistreated in an undesirable way. Dawood expressed that financial development is 

not the most important thing right now since they want to have clients that can handle the 

responsibility and not abuse the Iraqi domain name .iq with websites that gives the wrong 

impression of Iraq, websites that they do not want to be associated with the Iraqi domain 

name .iq and no websites that contain material that is in conflict with Iraqi law. This comes 

from the limited control they have of the websites material and therefore they are careful 

which clients are able to register a website on the Iraqi domain name. 

 

Dawood continues with that today they see the Iraqi domain name as a ccTLD and not as a 

gTLD because there are strong requirements that has to be approved before a website can be 
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registered on the .iq domain name and to see the domain name as a gTLD the domain name 

must be released internationally. Dawood states that the domain name could be used as a 

gTLD with the connection to intelligence quote. For now they do not have any plans of 

exploiting that opportunity with a gTLD although in the future this could be changed and the 

opportunity will be exploited. 

 

Dawood agrees with that if there were more users of .iq, it would lead to larger publicity for 

the country. If more companies used the Iraqi domain name .iq that would give an impression 

that the country has a flourishing economy and opportunities to invest in the country are good 

which could attract more foreign companies to Iraq. Dawood continued that the companies 

only have to show legal papers that the company is active in Iraq and by that they have the 

right to use a Iraqi domain name. Dawood also agrees with the question that if there were 

more users of the Iraqi domain name that this would attract more investors to Iraq since the 

country would have more publicity on the Internet or be more visible on exhibitions. 

 

Dawood states that there is no present marketing plans since CMC lacks the knowledge about 

how to proceed. Marketing channels are today their homepage and CMC´s own newspaper 

Tawassul which are available both on the Internet and in paper. Dawood continues that they 

have developed a wall chart about the Iraqi domain name and a commercial that is shown on 

the homepage. The commercial contains symbols of Iraq with people with different clothes 

from each province that represent the different ethnic groups in Iraq and also people from 

diverse social classes. The thought is to show that all Iraqis are gathered under the Iraqi 

domain name. However Dawood continues, they have little time for marketing since they 

have more urgent matters to attend to. He also believes that there will be a “boom” with the 

Iraqi domain name in the future and therefore the marketing may be more prominent and 

intensified in the future. 

 

Dawood states that the Iraqi domain name is for everyone that is interested in buying a 

domain name but they have to show legal papers that the company is active in Iraq and that 

their activity is legal. These requirements may be changed in the future; the steps of 

requirements are influenced from Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates. We 

may encourage companies to establish themselves on the Iraqi market by giving them Iraqi 

domain names.  
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According to Dawood the Iraqi domain name does not have a commercial value for now. The 

CMC only view the domain name with a symbolic value with the possibility to appear on the 

Internet. The CMC lacks the financial means to have the hosting part in Iraq but hopefully 

that will change in the future states Dawood. 

 

Al Ibrahimi explains that today CMC has servers and backbone, a form of data center, but the 

largest problem is the electricity that goes offline frequently during the day. The result of this 

is that the CMC cannot offer their clients services at all times. Al Ibrahimi continues with that 

discussions have occurred with the Ministry of Electricity that an exception may be done in 

the future for the CMC allowing them to have electricity the whole day. 

 

Al Ibrahimi states that today the hosting part of the Iraqi domain name has been assigned to 

Nustar, an American company. Nustar is responsible for all the work with the administration 

part of the domain name and CMC is responsible for approving applications and register new 

clients. CMC´s opinion is that there are no suitable hosting companies in Iraq today since they 

offer weak services and an unreliable quality. That is a reason that many clients turn to 

foreign hosting companies. Dawood expressing that the technology must be improved and 

that optical solution is preferred from satellite solutions that they have today and that 

backbone is not working so well. 

 

On the question if any webhosting company shown any interest for administrating .iq, 

Dawood explains that many companies are not serious and there is a risk that domain names 

will be stolen and the clients complain to the CMC but the only thing they can do is direct 

them to the webhosting company which is unfortunate. Right now the CMC is satisfied with 

the solution with Nustar. Dawood continues that if large webhosting companies come with an 

offer of administrating the Iraqi domain name the CMC could consider them. 

 

The contract for a domain name is of 1 year and every year the domain name must be 

renewed, the legal papers must be shown and the fee is $80 a year. There are some 

requirements that have to be approved for registration of an .iq domain name. Dawood 

explains some of the most crucial requirements. That requests must be in a written form, 

signed and sealed by the applicant's manager but ministries can send the registration requests 

to the CMC via e-mail.  Application form must be filled correctly and precisely by the 

applicant, otherwise shall be disregarded. Furthermore Dawood states that requests will be 
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disregarded 30 days after the date of their receipt if not followed up by the applicant's 

administrative or technical representatives. Domain names are also available for all 

companies and foundations located in Iraq, provided that they are formally registered and 

CMC will guarantee for the applicants that their potential domain name will not be awarded to 

other entities. It is also important that names to be registered under the .iq will be consistent or 

derived from the name of the company or its formally registered trade mark. Dawood points 

out that eliminated or deleted domain names will be available for registration again after 3 

months from the date of elimination or deletion. Companies that request a registration at the 

CMC must meet one of the following criteria: has a main headquarter in Iraq, represented by a 

local body or has a trade mark or a trade name registered in Iraq´s Ministry of Trade.  

 

Dawood explains that no reconstructions of the requirements are planned right now but this 

may come to be changed in the future. There are no plans of a release for the domain name to 

the public today but this as well may come to be changed in the future. He continued that 

there are no priority made for any companies to save domain names that are close to the 

company’s name, they have to apply for them with the legal papers. 

 

Dawood said that there could be ways to pre-register domain names and become a leader in 

the secondary market but CMC tries to counteract this by having the contracts of 1 year and 

that the contract has to be renewed every year. He continues with that there are about 100 

domain names registered which contains most of the authorities and five of the largest 

companies in Iraq. Dawood explains that the regulations of content on the registered websites 

are a delicate matter since they do not have any form of monitoring or control and that is why 

they have extensive requirements for registration an Iraqi domain name. Dawood explains that 

they will never accept any pornographic material or political content that contradict any Iraqi 

authorities.  
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5.2 Companies Interviews 
 
These interviews were conducted with five different companies in different cities around Iraq.  

All five companies were active on the Iraqi market and some of them even had international 

connections and believed to internationalize their activities in the near future.  Two of the 

companies said they were from Europe and had recently begun their activities in Iraq.  

Only the two companies coming from Europe new that Iraq had a domain name called .iq but 

they did not know which authority to contact to register their name and if it was possible.  

The three other companies did not have a clue of the domain name and did not even know that 

they have the right to register their own brand or company name on the internet. The 

explanation from these three companies was that they have never heard of it and the only 

information they had was from friends that told them to register .com or .net because it is 

commonly used.  

After a brief explanation made by the authors of the Iraqi country code top level domain name 

.iq and that the companies had the right to register their own brand name on the internet, the 

companies showed more interest. Since the two companies from Europe were aware of the 

domain name they asked only who they should contact and how much it costs to register a 

domain name while the other three companies asked if the registration was in Iraq.    

When the question about what the companies think might be the main benefits of using the .iq 

domain was asked the answers were national benefits in terms of showing their origin etc. all 

five companies felt they had the need to be seen on the internet and show that they 

specifically belong to the Iraqi market. 

 Because this shows their connection to the country they belong to as the companies said. One 

of the companies that came from Europe also said that Iraq has the need to be seen on the 

internet and the need to be represented by companies that can attract more investments to the 

country.  

On the question if the companies would be interested in buying an .iq domain all five said it 

would be very interesting.  One of them also said that in our globalized world, the need for 
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connections abroad are vital for developing your own business and internet is one of the most 

important channels today.    

All five companies agreed that more Iraqi companies would buy an Iraqi domain name 

because the country is open today for the outside world and that it’s expected to be one of the 

major economical booms in the area.  

When it comes to the price, the five companies gave different bids depending on how well the 

companies were doing. The bids were between 200-700 dollars.  

 

5.3 Survey Findings 
 

The survey consisted of 216 respondents found at different location around Baghdad. The 

middle age of the respondents was 27 years old and had a middle salary of 250 dollars a 

month. 

 

The first question in the survey was Do you have access to the Internet (at home)? 

 

 
Figure 6: Do you have access to the Internet (at home)? 

 

The chart shows that 39% of the respondents have access to the Internet at home while 61% 

do not have any access to the Internet at home. 

 

The second question of the survey was Do you know that Iraq has a domain name called .iq? 

Yes 39%

No 61%
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Figure 7: Do you know that Iraq has a domain name called .iq? 

 

As many as 97,7% of the respondents answered that they do not know that Iraq has an domain 

name called .iq and only 2,3% knew about the Iraqi domain name. 

 

The third question was would you be interested in buying an .iq domain name? Under the 

question there was also a small explanation or more information of what the .iq domain name 

was. 

 
Figure 8: Would you be interested in buying an .iq domain name? 

 

The answers show that 71% of the respondents were interested in buying an .iq domain name 

and 29% were not interested. 

 

The fourth question was how much would you pay per year? After collecting all the answers 

from the respondents, the authors calculated a mean value of 58 dollar per year. There were 

some extreme values as much as 1000 dollars a year and low as 0 dollars a year. These 

extreme values were few and were not representative by the whole group of respondents. 

 

The fifth question was if you would have a website, as an Iraqi, would you rather choose .iq 

than for instance .com? 

Yes 2,3%

No 97,7%

Yes 71%

No 29%
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Figure 9: If you would have a website, would you rather choose .iq than for instance .com? 

 

The answers were that 84% of the respondents would rather choose an .iq domain name and 

that 16% of the respondents rather would choose another domain name for example .com. 

 

The last question, question 6, was a follow-up question to the previous question and was 

stated what do you see as benefits to have an .iq domain name? The authors collected the 

different answers and analysed them to see common answers from the respondents. Almost 

every answers contained national belonging or economical benefits for the country. There 

were also answers containing views of technological development and easier to come in 

contact with other Iraqis. There were also views of easier to locate companies that are active 

within Iraq. 

 
 
 

Yes 84%

No 16%
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6. Analysis 
This chapter contains the analysis between the empirical findings and the theoretical 
framework. The analysis also includes comparisons between the chapter with secondary data 
and the empirical findings. The analysis is done in three steps and follows a structure 
according to the research questions.    
 

6.1 Commercial Value 
 
According to theories we have used in the theory chapter De Chernatony & Harris states that 

individuals or companies that use the top-level domain can achieve value through showing 

their presence on the local market or country. This means that their origin will be visible and a 

connection between the actor and the country will be clear. However, it was confirmed by the 

interview with Mr. Saad Dawood that every website with the Iraqi domain name will be 

connected to the country of Iraq and that was one of the reasons they had hard restrictions on 

who had the right to register a .iq domain name. Also the respondents from the surveys saw 

that the benefits of having an Iraqi domain name could be the connection to the origin of their 

country. And by using .iq you give an impression of being active on the Iraqi market or living 

in Iraq.  

Other added value that can be related to the theory is the increased publicity on the internet 

for the country. This is something that was backed up by Mr. Saad Dawood who said that they 

were aware of the positive affect this could mean for the economy of Iraq. And that if more 

companies used .iq this could give the impression that the country has a flourishing economy 

and that investment opportunities are available.  

Bhat & Reddy (1998) states that brands can have both functional and symbolic meaning for 

the customer. These values can be implemented on the domain name of Iraq. By registering 

an .iq domain the customer can have a website on the internet and this is the functional part. 

The symbolic value for the customer could be that .iq could be used as ccTLD and show the 

presence on the native market or the connection in general to Iraq. This also confirmed by 

Dawood who stated that .iq has a symbolic value for the country of Iraq and that the 

commercial used to attract more registers is based on symbolic values for the country.   

According to Keller (1998) brand equity is achieved when the consumer has a high level of 

awareness and knowledge of the brand and when the consumer associates the brand with 
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strong values that are unique or favorable. By seeing .iq as both a country code top level 

domain (ccTLD) and as a general top level domain (gTLD) this opens up to a possibility that 

the top level domain .iq has a commercial value. This value can be used to attract investors to 

buy domain names without having any connection to the actual country. During the interview 

with Mr. Saad Dawood he mentioned that .iq could be used as a gTLD with the connection to 

intelligence quot. He also expressed that this was one of the strength with Iraqi country code 

top level domain name, that it could be used internationally and have a meaning for people 

outside Iraq.  

According to the model with soft values, we have used the values that are well known by the 

Iraqis. The soft values that represents; country of origin, Emotional benefits, Symbols and 

Organizational associations, are well represented by the answers we have got from the 

companies and individuals. The individuals wanted to show their origin by using the .iq 

domain and to use a domain name that represents the country. Even companies considered of 

using the .iq domain to show their connection to their homeland.  

When it comes to the secondary data we have used we also see that countries like Montenegro 

and the Island of Tuvalu have realized that their country code top level domain has an 

extended meaning, like .me and .tv. The profit in the end has been used to develop the own 

internet infrastructure or paving roads like in the case of Tuvalu. CMC official Mr. Saad 

Dawood expressed that the organization is aware that .iq can be used in commercial purposes 

but this can be done in the future. This means that CMC are open for a commercialization in 

the future.   

In the case of China we see that the Chinese authorities reconstructed the regulations and 

made them much easier than some years ago and all this because they have noticed that more 

and more companies are entering Chinese market. Mr. Saad Dawood also mentioned that they 

would reconstruct the terms and regulations in the future if they see more foreign investing 

activities on the Iraqi market.  
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6.2 Obstacles to Commercialization 
 
After stating that there is a commercial value for the Iraqi domain name it is interesting to 

observe if there are possible obstacles to a commercialization of the Iraqi domain name. The 

authors found some obstacles in the interview which is presented below. 

 

6.2.1 Electricity and Resources 
 

One general obstacle that Dawood explains in the interview is that the electricity is limited 

and is shut off in regular intervals and that generator is not a sustainable option in the long 

run. Al Ibrahimi mentions that negotiations occur between the CMC and the Ministry of 

Electricity about having access to electricity both day and night. These negotiations are a 

crucial for the commercialisation of the Iraqi domain name. If the CMC do not have 

electricity, the organization will not be able to handle their daily work. They will not be able 

to give the customers or clients the proper service, therefore is the negotiations important for 

the future for CMC.  

 

Furthermore Dawood express that there is a lack of equipment and also Al Ibrahimi states that 

they would prefer another technical solution which is an optical solution instead of satellite 

which they use today.  This can also be seen in the theoretical framework as de Klerk 

mentions that a primary condition on the whole to be able to run a company or organization is 

to have access to monetary resources, premises, machines and tools. One obstacle is that there 

is a need to update their technological equipment but the obstacle with the electricity must 

also be overcome. Another important aspect is that to be able to update their technological 

equipment, the CMC must have monetary recourses. It is not part of this investigation to how 

large monetary resources the CMC possesses, the authors only express that if the CMC is 

going to update their equipment this would mean an considerable amount of monetary 

recourses. De Klerk also states that there is no need to recruit the best competence if the 

material and economical conditions prevents that this competence is not exploited to its full 

extension.  
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6.2.2 Knowledge and Competence 
 

As above mentioned the CMC has seen that there is a potential commercial value for the Iraqi 

domain name. There is however some obstacles expressed in the interview with the 

government officials. Dawood states in the interview that the lack of knowledge within the 

area is limited and they would need more education. De Klerk states that in companies that 

are active in high technological markets, current theoretical knowledge is important to be able 

to be competitive. The trend is visible; the requirement for higher and better education is 

increasing. The lack of knowledge within a company is a stress both for the employee and the 

company and this must be improved instantly. The company cannot accept that their objective 

is not reachable due to the lack of knowledge of their employees. Further education of the 

employees is then crucial or hiring new personnel. A problem according to Dawood is that the 

employees do not easily get visas to go abroad for training and education and this is a difficult 

problem for the CMC.  

 

Dawood states that there is no present marketing plans since CMC lacks the knowledge about 

how to proceed. Marketing channels are today their homepage and CMC´s own newspaper 

Tawassul which are available both on the Internet and in paper format. Dawood also believes 

that there will be a “boom” with the Iraqi domain name in the future and therefore the 

marketing may be more prominent and intensified in the future. This is also an obstacle that 

can be connected to the theories above of further education within the organization. The 

existing marketing channels are today similar to other countries marketing channels which 

can be confirmed in the secondary data of the .se domain name. A newspaper named “punkt 

SE” translated “dot SE” is one of the ways to increase brand awareness.  

 

Dawood also express in the interview that the CMC are in need of a strong CEO that has 

knowledge within the subject. De Klerk mentions that there are different roles within a 

company. An out of date opinion is that the expert is best suitable for the leadership role of 

the company and he points out that mixing the role as a prominent expert and the leadership 

can be difficult. One option for investigating the different roles within the organization is to 

use the model developed by Houtzagers which works as a framework to different roles within 

the organization and what skills and competences that is necessary at the different positions. 

The descriptions provide the employee with a broad overview of the desired competence and 

the skills that is preferable in the employee’s position. When discussing the need for the CEO 
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at the CMC there is a good example in the model. For a director the leadership is most 

important were the ability to achieve the organization´s objectives is crucial. Next is planning 

and organizing the daily work and achieve results with the most effective use of time and 

resources. After this it is important that a director possesses professional knowledge and 

business awareness to be able to understand and locate the possible opportunities and markets 

for the organization. At last the director should have customer orientation to be able to create 

customer relationships and understand customer needs.  

 

6.2.3 Requirements 
 

Dawood states in the interview that the CMC see the Iraqi domain name only as a ccTLD and 

not as a gTLD because of their strong requirements that has to be approved before registering 

an .iq domain name. However, Dawood explains the Iraqi domain name is for everyone that is 

interested in buying a domain name but they have to show legal papers that the company is 

active in Iraq and that their activity is legal. He says that they may encourage companies to 

establish themselves on the Iraqi market by giving them Iraqi domain names. Dawood also 

explains that no reconstructions of the requirements are planned right now but this may come 

to be changed in the future. There are no plans of a release of the domain name to the public 

today but this as well may come to be changed in the future. This indicates that the CMC is 

open for a change in the requirements in the future and that this could lead to a 

commercialization of the Iraqi domain name. Here it is possible to compare to how other 

domain names such as Chinese .cn and Swedish .se have rearranged their requirements for a 

more commercial development. Domain names are available for all companies and 

foundations located in Iraq, provided that they are formally registered. A Company that 

requests a registration at the CMC must meet one of the following criteria: has a main 

headquarter in Iraq, is represented by a local body or has a trade mark or a trade name 

registered in Iraq´s Ministry of Trade.  

 

These requirements can be compared to the Chinese domain name .cn which had strong 

requirements but in 2002 reconstructed the requirements. Before the reconstruction only 

companies with a local presence and that had a primary server in China could register a .cn 

domain name. As a result of the restrictive requirements there were a low number of 

registered sites. There were also a high number of generic domain names registered which 
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indicated a local interest from Chinese entities and therefore an enormous potential for 

growth. After the reconstruction 2002 the requirements of a local presence and a primary 

server in China were no longer applied to secure a .cn domain name. Regardless of where 

foreign entities were located in the world, they were now able to apply for second level and 

third level .cn domain name. In Sweden there have also been changes in the requirements 

after an investigation in 2000 that showed that the changes would develop the domain name 

and be a natural home for users, consumers and companies and this would lead to an increase 

in the availability of the Internet and information.  

 

In the investigation made by the Swedish government in 2000, interviewed individuals said 

that the majority choose to use other top level domains but the Swedish if they could not 

register a second level domain. The investigation also stated that anyone that wanted to 

register a domain name should be able to do so depending on that the name is available and 

agree to a contract. The contract contains an obligation to follow the Swedish laws which 

means that the domain name can not intrude on peoples distinguishing rights or is against the 

laws of pornographic, racist, discriminative or in a way that is obviously offending. The 

content in the contract in the Iraqi domain name is also important as Dawood mention in the 

interview that the content on the websites are a delicate matter since they will never except 

any pornographic material or political content that contradict any Iraqi authorities or laws. 

The extensive requirements for register a domain name comes of the little form of monitoring 

or control the content of the websites the CMC have. In the interview it is also stated a 

concern that many companies are not serious and there is a risk that domain names will be 

stolen. In the investigation about the Swedish domain name, Swedes expressed that an idea 

would be to auction out attractive names of a generic character. In that way the names would 

end up with serious owners that would use the domain name for their activities and at the 

same time the revenue from the auctions would contribute to the development of the internet 

in Sweden.  

 

Concerning the issue stated in the interview that the CMC had little control over the content 

of the websites and that CMC´s opinion is that there are no suitable hosting companies in Iraq 

today since they offer weak services and an unreliable quality. This is an obstacle that is 

important to solve if Iraq is going to commercialize their domain name in the future.  
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6.3 Survey and Companies 
 
The interviews with the Iraqi companies in this study showed that all five companies showed 

that would be interested in buying an .iq domain. Some of the companies said this would 

mean a good opportunity for Iraqi companies to be seen on the internet and also an 

opportunity to connect with foreign companies. Almost all answers came deep from a national 

feeling of being an Iraqi under same domain name and to relate to same country of origin. 

Some also said that more foreign investors would be interested in the Iraqi market if Iraqi 

companies are well represented on the internet and with the Iraqi domain name.  

All companies agreed that Iraq will have a huge economical boom in the near future, and that 

means that internet would play a bigger role than before. This economical growth can also 

mean a lot of opportunities and developments in the IT and technology market.   Another 

factor showing that there is an interest from Iraqi companies is the price intervals that were 

between 200-700 dollars.  

When it comes to individuals participating in the survey showed that there is an interest even 

from ordinary people to have their own website with the Iraqi domain name .iq. The result 

from the survey showed that more than 71 % of the respondents were willing to buy an Iraqi 

domain name .q if it was possible. On the question if the respondent would rather choose .iq 

or .com if choosing to register a website on the internet, the answers were that 84% of the 

respondents would rather choose an .iq domain name and that 16% of the respondents rather 

would choose another domain name for example .com. This shows a strong national feeling of 

being and Iraqi and to be shown on the internet as an Iraqi citizen or having some kind of 

connections to Iraq.  

 

The last question, question 6, was a follow-up question to the fifth and was stated what do you 

see as benefits to have an .iq domain name? The authors collected the different answers and 

analysed them to see common answers from the respondents. Almost every answers contained 

national belonging or economical benefits for the country. There were also answers 

containing views of technological development and easier to come in contact with other 

Iraqis. There were also views of easier to locate companies that are active within Iraq. 
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7. Conclusion 
This chapter consists of the end discussion were the authors present their conclusions and 
recommendations for how to proceed with the domain name. The chapter ends with some 
suggestions of further research. 
 
The purpose of this thesis has been to investigate the perceived commercial value of the Iraqi 

domain name and identify possible obstacles in commercializing the domain name. The aim 

of the study was to develop recommendations for the Iraqi Communication and Media 

Commission on how to further enhance the use of the Iraqi (.iq) domain name. 

 

As we had mentioned in the analysis, we could clearly see strong indications of a commercial 

value in the Iraqi country code domain name. These identifications are backed by the theories 

we have used and from the interview with the Communication and Media Commission 

(CMC). As Mr Saad Dawood expressed in the interview that CMC are aware of the 

commercial value the Iraqi domain name has and the financial possibilities it can bring to the 

department but also it can bring to the department but also mentioned that the time is not right 

now to deal with this. Many factors as changing policies in the department are making the 

CMC without a CEO and this leads to a weak organization. 

 

When it comes to the interest from Iraqi companies and public the interest was confirmed by 

the respondents. Even though the majority did not have a clue that Iraq had a domain name 

called .iq they expressed their interest after we gave brief information about the domain name. 

This shows that CMC had failed with the marketing part and to reach out to potential 

customers around the country. This was also mentioned by one of the commission´s managers 

that spoke about their weaknesses in reaching out to the Iraqi public. Although the marketing 

part has failed, the interest from Iraqi companies and public further strengthen the indications 

of a commercial value of the Iraqi domain name.  

 

As we have seen in the analysis there are also some obstacles to commercialize the Iraqi 

domain name. These obstacles are essential that they are overcome if Iraq wants to fully 

commercialize their domain name. The authors have identified three main obstacles that the 

CMC must acknowledge and work with to be able to commercialize the domain name. These 

obstacles are:  
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 Resources-infrastructure 

 Knowledge and Competence 

 Requirements 

 

Resources-infrastructure: such as electricity and material. CMC should have an agreement 

with the department of electricity to provide CMC with continual access to electricity. This 

because of the essential importance electricity has to the CMC´s daily work. As we have seen 

in the analysis there is expressed from the interview that new material in form of technology 

is desirable and that the theories states that an organization must have the necessary resources, 

we find that there is a need for update the existing technology. 

 

Knowledge and Competence: further education for the employees at the CMC is crucial to be 

able to handle a future growth and development of the Iraqi domain name. One possible 

solution to overcome the problem of sending employees abroad is to consider trying to bring 

the education to the employees in form of a consultant firm from abroad. Although there is 

present marketing that are used, to be able to commercialize the Iraqi domain name, more 

marketing will be necessary in the future and then there will be a need for more education 

within the marketing knowledge and the use of more marketing channels.  

 

The authors agree with Dawood that the CMC need a strong CEO in the future that has 

knowledge within his area to be able to commercialize the Iraqi domain name. The model 

created by Houtzagers could be of interest for the CMC when determine which competence 

and skills they want their employees to have in their different roles within the organization not 

only for the top management but for the whole organization. This will be an important step if 

Iraq wants to commercialize their domain name. 

 

Requirements: for Iraq to commercialize their domain name, the requirements must be 

reconstructed to be able to reach the full potential of the market. For a commercialization to 

take place the domain must be available for anyone that wants to register a domain name but 

then also agree to a contract to follow Iraqi law. There is a possible way to go for the Iraqi 

domain name to solve the issue with the non-serious companies that try to get hold of a 

domain name. The recommendation here is to consider what was stated in the secondary data 

of the Swedish .se domain name. Swedish individuals proposed that auctions of attractive 
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domain names would occur. This would lead to that serious companies got the domain names 

and the revenue from the auctions could be used for the development of the infrastructure of 

the Internet in Iraq.  

 

One recommendation to consider for the obstacle of little control or monitoring of the content 

on .iq websites is a reorganization of the CMC and that the Iraqi domain name part of the 

organization is reconstructed to a non-profit organization similar to the organization in 

Sweden. This organization would also contain webhosting but this change will require more 

education, knowledge and more personnel. The non-profit organization then works in the best 

interest for the development of the Internet and Internet infrastructure in the country.  

 

7.1 Further Studies 
 

From an academic viewpoint we believe this research can be done at a deeper and more 

profound level. We see this study as a first draft since there were no studies of this kind on the 

Iraqi domain name. Since the organization has lot of areas that have to be investigated and 

dealt with, new research areas and ideas came up during the writing of this thesis.  We believe 

these suggestions are very important, interesting and has an academic value especially for 

CMC.  

 

Here we present our suggestions for future research: 

 

 Organizational structure: This study was the first study/research one on CMC from 

an academic level. Therefore we did not have a clue about how the organization was 

doing or how the organizational structure looked like. When took a deeper look into 

CMC we found that the organization needs a strong CEO, a need the organization 

themselves expressed in the interview. It would be interesting to see a study done 

about the organization from an organizational perspective.  

 

 Finance: Today we don’t know how CMC is doing financially and how much that 

goes to the country code top level domain name .iq.  A financial study about how 

CMC finances their activities today and how the organization could reinvest the 

eventual profit into the organization would be very interesting to see.  
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 Marketing: We believe that the organization is in a deep need for different marketing 

channels and an understanding of how to use them. Today CMC does not have a 

marketing plan or deeper knowledge of how to reach out to more Iraqis.  

 

 Administration: One of the biggest issues that the organization faces today is how to 

administrate the domain name. The administration of the domain name is done abroad 

and by a foreign company. Alternatives can be presented on how to solve this 

problem.  

 
 Resources-infrastructure: even if we did our study from a business perspective it 

does not mean there is no room for a technical study. It would be very interesting to 

see a study on how CMC could solve the lack of electricity problem.  

 
 Domain names and brands: the writers think studies on a deeper level could be done 

about the connection between domain names and brands.  
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Appendix  
 
The interview guide is divided into four different parts. Part 1 consists of questions connected 

to the perceived commercial value; part 2 consists of questions connected to the organization, 

material and administration of the domain name. These questions were asked in the interviews 

with government officials. Part 3 consists of questions that is connected to the interest 

perspective from Iraqi and foreign companies and was used during the interviews with the 

companies and part 4 is a small survey that was used to gather information from individuals. 

 

Part 1 

Commercial value 

 

1. What is your perception of the Iraqi domain name .iq? 

2. Could you see the top level domain as both a ccTLD and a gTLD and why? 

3. Do you know that .iq has another meaning than just the country code of Iraq and if 

yes, have you any plans for how you are going to exploit that? 

4. If there were more users of .iq, do you think this would lead to larger publicity for the 

country and why? 

5. If there were more users of iq, do you think this would attract more investors to the 

Iraqi market? 

6. How is .iq marketed today, outside and inside Iraq? (the Iraqi commercial connected 

to emotional messages, symbols and country of origin) 

7. Do you think that .iq is for Iraqis or for anyone with a interest? 

8. Do you think that the Iraqi ccTLD .iq has a possible commercial value and how is the 

commercial value shown? 

 

Part 2 

Organization, Resources and Administration  

 

1. Does Iraq have the necessary organizational competence and the technological 

equipment today to handle an increase in the internet traffic and if not what is 

required? 

2. What organization has been assigned to administrate the domains? 
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3. How do you administrate the Iraqi domain name today? 

4. Have any webhosting company shown any interest for administrating .iq? 

5. How long is the contract? 

6. How much does it cost to buy an .iq domain? 

7. What are the requirements to register an .iq domain name today? 

8. Do you have any futures reconstructions of the requirements planned and in case of 

yes, what would that be?  

9. Will there in the future be a launch of the domain name for the public? 

10. Do domestic and foreign companies have a priority on the domain names that are 

close to their company name e.g. cocacola.iq 

11. Is there any way to pre-register domain names, and then become an important leader 

in the secondary market? 

12. How many website registrations does .iq have today? 

13. Do you have any regulations on the registered websites e.g. pornographically contents 

etc? 

 

Part 3 

Company interest 

 

1. Is the company today active on the Iraqi market? 

2. Are you familiar with the Iraqi domain name .iq? 

3. If active or interested in the Iraqi market, is the company interested in using an Iraqi 

domain name and what do you see as the main benefits of using an .iq domain name? 

4. If no, what is the reason that you are not interested in the Iraqi top level domain? 

5. Would you consider paying for using the .iq domain name and how much (per year in 

dollar)? 

6. Do you think there is an explicit interest for the top level domain .iq? 

 

Part 4 

Individuals’ survey 

 

1. Do you have access to The Internet? Yes No 

2. How often do you use The Internet?  

Every day, Couple a times a week, Couple a times a month, Couple a times a year, Never  
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3. Are you familiar with the Iraqi domain name .iq?  Yes No 

4. If possible, would you be interested in buying an .iq domain name? Yes No 

5. What do you see as benefits to have an .iq website? 

6. Would you consider paying for using the .iq domain name? Yes No 

7. If you would have a website, would you rather choose .iq than for instance .com and why? 

Yes No    


